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About This Game

Face the almighty wrath of the endless hordes from the mercy of your toilet seat in THRONE OF THE DEAD. Play through a
multitude of potty based arenas, from the Wild West to the frozen wastes of the North Pole! Running out of toilet paper is the

least of your problems now!

5 UNIQUE POTTY MAPS

- Bathroom
  Defend your Throne from the invading hordes and don't let that Duck ruin your luck!

- Farmhouse
  Defend yourself from all sides as the merciless brain-hungry farmers close in on you!

- Construction
  Build yourself a brighter potty-filled future as you face the ever-determined hordes!

- Ol' West
  Arm yourself with a set of trusty revolvers and defend your out-house from the un-dead cowboy masses!

- Polar Poop
  Venture to the North Pole and defend your frozen rear from the relentless cold-hearted SNOWMEN!
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With 11 un-lockable weapon skins and potty-brained set of Achievements, and 15 in-game stars to shoot your way to,
you won't need any reading material for this one!
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Title: Throne of the Dead
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Verdict Studios LLC
Publisher:
Verdict Studios LLC
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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king. dcuo throne of the dead collection. throne room dead cells. game of thrones the dead must die

This game is a classic. When my wife starts playing this I have to beg her for my computer back. It's fun, challenging, and
addicting. Great game to kill time when you don't have enough of it to play a real game.. Display options are not changable, and
support is a joke on this. Will not play on modern monitors correctly due to scaling.. Ok game
Has few bugs but can be ignored(but need to be fixed)
Not many people play this game, I 1v1'd for the 10 minutes i played this game. It was good, but not as good as others have
played from Artifex Mundi. Had some problems with the way they do audio and had to remove some kernel sound modules
because it was causing confusion for them. The game seemed a little shorter than the others. This is the first one of the series
played so can't comment on them. It was more like playing a movie with a little interaction. Not as many HOG or puzzles as
some of the other games from them have played. Also much easier to solve. First time never had to to resort to youtube to solve
one. Not bad, but not real good either.. This game was the complete opposite of what I thought it would be. It doesn't last more
than a few minutes per run and it's really not that greatly written.. Nice little arcade game, dev is very good about supporting and
updating the game so far. Worth the price for some sheield throwing action.. I love this game, it makes me remember a tank
game on Wii. I wasn't sure to buy this game. I looked only on pictures at the shop page and i thought it may be interesting.
I bought it and what? I got a amazing game with addictive gameplay and very interesting sometimes funny story.
Stages require from you a lot of skill and thinking.
The creators have done a very good job. I recommend it if you want to spend many hours having fun :)
Edit. Music... Amazing job.
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This DLC is free and's not meant to be a quality game. Its just a new developer thanking us for supporting his games.. I really
enjoyed to play with Void. You are alone, in the space and you are doing everything to stay alive a few more minuts and for
that, you need to catch oxygen and fuel.

It is an independant game, it is beautiful and the most important for some of you, it is not expensive at all.

I call Void a survival game in real condition..
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'ｰ' !_,.:. great vr game to play solo!. So, my dad and I sank 2 hours into the Co-Op and made it to Round 21. I put 1 hour into
the single player on my own and the remainder is just me leaving the game running after food showed up.

Pros:
- It's as advertised, a (seemingly) endless wave shooter with pretty standard mechanics. More mobs show up as you progress
through the waves and the mobs in the waves progressively chunk more of your health off per hit.
- It's got Co-Op. I love me some Co-Op action

Cons:
- There's only 1 mob skin (at least between Round 1-21, there may be something later)
- The revive timer for a person dying in Co-Op doesn't seem to count down. It always says 20 seconds remaining
- The in-game shop has a lot of problems including but not limited to:

guns, once spawned, are hard to pick up. Often you may have to fiddle with approaching the guns from different angles
until you get the prompt to pick it up

Choosing the $3,000 sniper rifle doesn't spawn anything. It just takes your money

Sometimes you purchase a gun and it gives you a gun with 0 ammo (Curse you shotgun). I also had a similar bug where
when I switched guns it took away all of the ammo in my "rifle with scope" gun

In Co-Op it seems that the shop doesn't work period for the person not hosting the game. My dad couldn't get guns to
spawn even though the shop would take his money. When the guns did spawn, they weren't able to be picked up

There's no option to just "buy ammo\/refill ammo". You have to buy an entirely new gun that's evidently prefilled with
ammo and leave the old\/empty gun laying around

There's virtually no time at all between rounds to go shopping. In Co-Op one person would run the final mob of the wave
around while the other person shopped and in single player I would just sprint down the hallway and circle back to the
shop. The problem with that is shopping has to occur fast (have some idea of what you plan on buying, buy it and then
fiddle with picking it up before you get cracked in the back of the head by a zombie). This is a big problem the further
you get into the rounds. Failure to move quickly enough in later waves really chunks your health and there is no way to
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refill lost health. . .- There doesn't seem to be any ability to change controls from within the game or to view the default
controls. Some of the controls are listed once you load into the game but the rest you get a crash course in figuring out.
For example, we didn't find out that there was a way to sprint\/run until 3 hours into the game (it's the "shift" key, by the
way. Pretty standard I guess but still would have been nice to know)
- In Co-Op there's no round counter on the top right of the screen for the person not hosting the game
- There's only 1 map and it's tiny. There's also no real substance to the map, it feels and looks very empty for a
"laboratory"

Overall, I recommend the game for a bit of fun. The game has replayability due to the nature of endless wave based
games but looking at the same monster model for too long will become stale. My dad and I picked this up on a steam
sale for 50 cents ($1 total) and got our money's worth out of it. The general verdict is that you get what you pay for.. I'm
not really good with words, but this is a really wonderful game y'all, and everyone should play it. It's completely worth
the price of admission, and I sincerely wish this developer the best for this game and any games that follow.. If it's not
already obvious from the title this is a walking simulator with light puzzles and a massive superiority complex. It start off
seemingly trying to tell three stories at once (that of the player character's journey; something about ♥♥♥♥ing pirates
on a secret island plus a conversation between two parents about their sick child) via the ever-so subtle mechanism of
'having chunks of dialogue just ♥♥♥♥ing floating there right in front of you at random as you move around the level'.
It very quickly gets pared down without explanation to the main story of the parents at which point it becomes exactly
the kind of thing you've see loads of times before and done much better. The graphics are nice enough in places but the
whole thing has a general low quality feel to it and the levels aren't coherent interesting places to explore, just random
stuff thrown in to lead you from one bit of floating text to the next. Oh, and there's a 'run' button which increases your
walking pace and there's never any reason not to use it so you just end up♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off at having to hold it down for
literally the entire game.. VEEERRRYYYY simple sudoku game, as you can see in the store screenshots. Is it worth
AU$1.50... naaaaaahhhhhhhh
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